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Thomas C. Anderson, Ph.D., is Professor of Philosophy and
former Chair of the Department at Marquette University. He iSt the
author of the books, Sarlre's Two Ethics (1993) and The Founda'tion
and Structure of Sartrean Ethics (1979), and of more than twenty
articles including the following on Marcel: "The Nature of the Human
Self According to Gabriel Marcel", (Phi/osophy Today, 1985), I"The
Experiential Paths to God in Kierkegaard and Marcei" (Phi/osophy
roday, 1982) and "Gabriel Marcel's Notions of Being" (Philosophy
roday, 1975). Professor Anderson was also the founder and first
President of the Gabriel Marcel Society.
Patrick L. Bourgeois, Ph.D., is Professor of Philosophy at Lo,yola
University, New Orleans. His many publications include .six bc)oks
among which are: The Religious within Experience and Existence: A
Phenomenological Investigation, Duquesne University Press; An
Extension of Ricoeur's Hermeneutic, Martinus Nijhoff; Mead and
Mer/eau - Ponty: Toward a Common ·Vision, SUNY Press; Pragmatism
and Phensmonology (with a co-author), Gruner Press. Professor
Bourgeois is the current President of the Gabriel Marcel Society
Thomas W. Busch, Ph.D., is Professor of Philosophy at Villanova
University and the author of The Power of Consciousness and' the
Force of Circumstance in Sartre's Philosophy. He has also edited The
Participant Perspective: A Marcel Reader. (University Press 01
America), and co-edited. Merleau-Ponty, Hermeneutics and
Postmodernism.
Guillemine de Lacoste is Professor Emeritus at Newton Coillege
of the Sacred Haart. She has presented numerous papers on Marcel
such as "Le Corps-sujet chez Gabriel Marcei" (Presence de Gabriel
Marcei, La Sorbonne, Paris) and "The Mystery of Evil in Gabriel
Marcel's Le Chemin de CrAte and Le Signe de la Croix" (I~)PP
Congress, Montreal). Professor de Lacoste has also written several
articles on Marcel: "Man's Creativity in the Thought of Marcei" (The
New Scho/asticism, 1974); "Participation in the Early Writing~s of
Marcel" (Philosophy roday, 1975); "Renewed Dialogue with MarcE~I: A
Survey of Recent Marcel Literaturen (Philosophy Today, 1979).
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Kenneth T. Gallagher, Ph.D., is Professor Emeritus of
Philosophy at Fordham University. Professor Gallagher was the
keynote speaker at the first meeting of the Gabriel Marcel Society. He
is the author of many articles and books including The Phi/osophy 0'
Gabrie/ Marcel and The Philosophy of Knowledge.
Joseph J. Godfrey, S.J., Ph.D., is Associate Professor and Chair
of the Department of Philosophy, Saint Joseph's University,
Philadelphia. His many publications include a Philosophy of Human
Hope (Martinus Nijhoff, 1987), "Appraising Marcel on Hope"
(Philosophy Today, 1987), and "Trust, the Heart of Religion: A
Sketch" (American Catholic Philosophica/ Quarterly, 1991).
K.R. Hanley, Ph.D., is Professor of Philosophy at LeMoyne College
and a past President of the Gabriel Marcel Society. Professor Hanley
has written and lectured extensively on" Marcel, authoring three books
all published by University Press of America: Dramatic Approaches to
Creative Fidelity: A Study in the Theater and Philosophy of Gabriel "
Marcel (1889-1973); Two One Act Plays by Gabriel MarceI: Dot the I's
and The Double Expertise; Two Plays by Gabriel MarceI: The Lantern
and The Torch of Peace.
Thomas A. Michaud, Ph.D., is Associate Professor of Philosophy,
Wheeling Jesuit College (Wheeling, WV) and the editor of this
volume. He is presently the Secretaryrrreasurer of the Gabriel Marcel
Society and a managerr of the Society's annual Bulletin and
News/etter. Included in his publications are the articles, "Secondary
Reflection and Marcelian Anthropology" (Philosophy Today, 1990),
"Gabriel Marcel's Contributions to Philosophy" (review article, Bulletin
de la Societe Americaine de Philosophie de Langue Fran9aise,
Spring 1993) and "Schutz's Theory of Constitution: An Idealism of
Meaning" (Philosophy Research Archives, Vol. XIII, 1987· 88).
Clyde Pax, Ph.D., is Professor Emeritus of Philosophy at the
College of Holy Cross, and past Chair of its Department of Philosophy. "
His writings include a study of Marcei, An Existential Approach to God
(Martinus Nijhoff, 1972), as weil as many articles in such journals as
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Ana/ecta Husserliana, Man and Worldand Philosophy raday.
Albert Randall , Ph.D., is Professor of Philosophy at Austin IPeay
SI. University. He has lectured on Marcel at several conferences" e.g.
the XVIII World Congress of Philosophy, published several arl:icles
about Marcel and a book, The Mystery of Hope in the Phi/osophy of
Gabriel Marcel (1888-1973): Hope and Homo Viator (Edwin Meilen
Press, 1992).
Brendan Sweetman, Ph.D., is Assistant Professor of Philosophy
at Rockhurst College, Kansas City, MO. He is a member of the
Executive Committee of the Gabriel Marcel Society and the author of
several articles on Marcel. With R.D. Geivett, he edited Contemporary
Perspectives on Religious Epistemology (Oxford U. Press, 1992).
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